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Some Basics
In NCS, the plant and the controller exchange data via a shared
communication network.
Advantages:
• Low installation cost.
• Reduced system wiring.
• Easy maintenance.
Problems:
• Bandwidth constraint.
• Packet delay.
• Packet dropout.Motivation Main Result Example Conclusions
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Highlights
• Existing works:
1. Only use the most recent sensor value.
2. Sufﬁcient large buffer capacity.
• Our approach:
1. Use current and past sensor values.
2. Buffer capacity constraint.Motivation Main Result Example Conclusions
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Networked control system
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Actuator
ˆ y(t): the sequence of sensor values.Motivation Main Result Example Conclusions
Time diagram
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Figure: Time diagram of NCS with buffer status at tk and tk+1,
assuming qmax = 3.
tk: Update instant.
hk: Stochastic update intervals.
ˆ y(tk) :=

y(tk),y(tk − 1),··· ,y(tk − qk + 1)
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Controller Mechanism
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Switched estimate scheme:
• Open loop (t 6= tk):
xe(t + 1) = ˆ Axe(t) + ˆ Bu(t).
• Closed loop (t = tk):
xe(tk + 1) =



ˆ y(tk)
xe(tk − qk + 1) 
u(tk),u(tk − 1),··· ,u(tk − qk + 1)
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Proposed NCS
The dynamic of NCS:
z(t) = Λ
t−tk−1
0
 k Y
j=1
M(hj,qj)

z0, t ∈ (tk,tk+1]
M(hj,qj): State transition matrix for each update interval.Motivation Main Result Example Conclusions
Stability Analysis
Probability distribution for hk:
• No particular:
• Arbitrary transmission
• Lyapunov asymptotically stability
• Markovian:
• Markovian transmission
• Mean square stabilityMotivation Main Result Example Conclusions
Numerical Example
3rd-order unstable plant with Markovian transmission
• given A, B, C, ˆ A, ˆ B, ˆ C, K, L.
• maximal update interval N = 8.
• transition probability matrix Γ ∈ R8×8.
• maximal buffer capacity qmax = 5.Motivation Main Result Example Conclusions
Simulation Result
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Figure: (a) state trajectories of the plant ˆ P, (b) state trajectories of the
estimator, and (c) sequences of the update instants {tk} and the
buffer lengths {qk}.Motivation Main Result Example Conclusions
Conﬁrmation of Mean Square Stability
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Figure: limt→∞ E[kz(t,z0)k2] = 0, where E[kz(t,z0)k2] was calculated
by averaging over 200 simulation runs.Motivation Main Result Example Conclusions
Summary
• Stability properties for arbitrary/Markovian transmission.
• Stochastic update intervals.
• Random buffer capacity.Motivation Main Result Example Conclusions
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